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“yes Virginia, quantum mechanics can be
understood”
the title taken from a quote by the well know turf expert and sometimes
field theorist

Bertram W. Wooster
A tale of how Bertie backed into Einstein’s idea of a unified field
theory.
by

John P. & Michael J. Wallace

Virginia, Bertie, and Jeeves take up physics hoping to understand quantum mechanics. In the process they take a
grand tour on an old sailing vessel and aid a sow in distress. On their journey they discover physics is not as difficult as they imagined. After dismantling physics they
reassemble it in a form where gravity, the strong force,
the weak force, and electromagnetism all stem from understanding a gambling strategy known as the fair-game.

We need characters to both lighten the plot and bring
some light to the subject. The simple creations of P.G. Wodehouse can be dropped into any time period, but are particularly adapted to both the present, 1900, and the early
1930s when troubles were ignored. Our story about quantum mechanics is best told with the help of these characters who respond to a culture of fashion and conformity
by cheerfully dismantling the nonsense and in the process
shed light on the dark. The neutrino will now be in her
proper weightless supporting role.
That great cultural divide between science and the arts
first expounded on by C.P. Snow was found to be a mere
ditch that could be stepped over. The sins of the past were
multiple violations of the conservation of energy, forced
notions about mass, and non-physical geometries.
By defining mass without the aid of the Standard Model,
particles and their physical properties are much easier to
describe. The electron now has structure and is no longer
captured in a point. The structure defines the electrostatic field removing the need for the single virtual photon of quantum electrodynamics. The Gluon and Axion
are also no longer required to shore up the nucleus. The
God particle gets demoted to be another unstable boson.
The action of our story is triggered by an EU directive
to normalize pork production, eliminating non-conforming
breeds. This puts a beloved and overly large sow in danger
of an experimental program to automate faux schnitzel
production using accelerator beam technology. These cave
dwelling accelerator technicians picked on the wrong hog.

Our Characters
Virginia, our heroine, a girl studying physics and its history as one of the politically correct fashions of the day.
She likes to use Bertram like a hunting dog to fetch.
Bertram Wilberforce Wooster, descendant of Wilberforce
is totally without prejudice, a vacuous but honest young
man, collects stamps with an interest in games of chance.
Bertram was drawn to quantum mechanics as a statistical
science to give him an edge at gambling.
Clarence, single-minded breeder of the Empress, a prize
winning fat pig, and hard-nosed experimentalist when it
comes to pig science and Virginia’s guardian.
Rodrick Spode, global science press baron, fascist leader
of the Black Shorts, representative scientific politician,
whose prediction of an ice age was awarded a Nobel prize
by those grateful it did not occur and is now waiting for
a sinecure as director of the IAS. The IAS, in Jeeves droll
humor, is the Institute for Advanced Stupidities.
Jeeves, who likes fishing, the sea, and is our natural philosopher in waiting.
Empress, a large sow of unknown origin disguised as a
Berkshire wintering at a farm in the Apennines with her
favorite boar, Ruffy.
A crew of Venetian sailors to keep things interesting along
with two Chesapeakes to insure the interests of the Empress.

The Chapters
Fashion Lacking understanding of the role of language
led fashionable committees to flawed quantum models.
Spaces Mathematicians ignoring experiment introduced
their own fantasy spaces for physics ensuring ignorance.
Faust and the Neutrino Using relativity to derive the
basic equations of quantum mechanics restores an experimental science.
Dimensions Introducing statistical independence within
quantum spaces producing information, matter, and fields.
Information Information’s two forms produces the quantized fields for both photon and neutrino.
Quantum Roulette Structural derivation of spin for particles and fields buries a long standing abstract fantasy
about spin.
Forces A topic that no longer needs avoiding in quantum
mechanics by eliminating some poorly made assumptions.
Landfall The structural origin of gravity and strong
force complete the trip tying the four forces to Bertie’s
fair-game.
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